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This glossary defines NonStop NET/MASTER and Tandem system terms and
abbreviations used in this manual.

%INCLUDE rule.  An RMS message action rule that allows a message handler to use rules
from more than one ruleset.

%START rule.  An RMS message action rule that instructs a message handler to perform
user-defined initialization actions on startup.

=> prompt.  Any prompt that ends with =>:  for example, Command ===>, M=>, and
Select Option ===>.

absolute time.  A specific time of day expressed in hours, minutes, and seconds.

abuttal operation.  An operation that results in two adjacent terms in an expression being
concatenated into a single string.

action code.  A code that you type against an entry on a selection list panel to select that
entry for a specific operation.

active list.  A list in global memory that holds a copy of all preloaded NCL procedures
and, if procedure sharing is allowed, copies of all NCL processes executing in the
current Guardian process.

active panel queue.  A list in global memory that holds copies of panel description files.

Activity Log Browse facility.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS facility that browses the
activity log.

Activity Log Process (LOGP).  A virtual user that executes the LOGPROC NCL procedure.
The results of commands sent to it for execution are sent to the activity log.

activity log.  A log maintained by NonStop NET/MASTER MS of important system
activity.

advanced mode.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS operating mode in which no NC
processes are present and at least one static or dynamic occurrence of each other
process class (BK, EM, IS, and MS) is present.  See also basic mode and extended basic
mode.

advisory lock.  A lock that controls access to resources, provided all applications agree
to use the lock.

alternate key.  An alternate value (to the value of the primary key) used by NCL to
locate a record in a user database.

application process.  A process that implements use of NonStop NET/MASTER MS
functions.  BK, EM, IS, MS, and NC processes are application processes.

argument.  A value passed to an NCL procedure or function when executed.

asynchronous panel.  A panel designed to allow the issuing NCL process to execute in
parallel with the display of the panel.
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attribute byte.  The data that defines the display attributes of a field on a screen.  The
attribute byte is displayed as a blank on the screen.  It is represented by a field
character in a panel description file.

authority level.  A number assigned to users, NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands,
and NonStop NET/MASTER MS operands that signifies the authority to execute a
command or operand.  Authority levels range from 0 (lowest) through 255 (highest).

autohold.  A technique available in OCS for automatically controlling the flow of
messages on an OCS window.

automatic function selection.  The automatic selection of a function from the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS primary menu when a user logs on and is allowed to choose only
one function.

Background Logger (BLOG).  A virtual user.  The results of commands sent to BLOG for
execution are sent to the activity log.

Background Monitor (BMON).  A virtual user.  The results of commands sent to BMON for
execution are sent to the activity log and to all users who can receive monitor-class
messages.

Background System Process (BSYS).  A virtual user that executes the INIT and READY
procedures.  The results of commands sent to it for execution are sent to the activity
log and to all users who can receive monitor-class messages.

background processing environment.  A processing environment in which a virtual user
operates.  The destination of the output from this environment depends on the type of
virtual user.  Virtual users include BLOG, BMON, and BSYS.

background services (BK) process.  The application process that supports the BSYS,
BMON, BLOG, and LOGP virtual users and their background processing
environments, handles commands submitted to these virtual users, and supports the
system-level LOGPROC NCL procedure.

base procedure.  The top-level NCL procedure from which all other NCL procedures
and functions are called.  It is the first NCL procedure to be executed when an NCL
process starts.

base ruleset.  A ruleset that comes with RMS.

BASERULE.  Name of a base ruleset in RMS.  The BASERULE ruleset enables you to
automate the recovery tasks for various standard system errors.

basic information unit (BIU).  In SNA, the unit of data and control information passed
between half-sessions.  It consists of a request/response header (RH) followed by a
request/response unit.  See also Systems Network Architecture.

basic mode.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS operating mode in which one static or
dynamic NC process is present but no BK, EM, IS, or MS processes are present.  See
also advanced mode and extended basic mode.

binary string.  In NCL, a quoted string containing the digits 0 or 1, or blanks, followed
either by the letter B or b.
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BIU.  See basic information unit.

BK process.  See background services process.

blank concatenation operation.  An operation that replaces multiple blanks between two
terms in an expression by a single blank.

block.  A logical group of statements.  Blocks are bounded by core statements such as
PROCEDURE and END, FUNCTION and END, DO and END, and SELECT and END.

BLOG.  See Background Logger.

BMON.  See Background Monitor.

Boolean.  An adjective describing a logical entity, operator, or operation; named after
the mathematician and logician George Boole.

Boolean operation.  A logical operation on an expression that gives a value of 1 if the
comparison is TRUE or 0 if the comparison is FALSE.  Boolean operations use the
AND, NOT, OR, and XOR operators.

Boolean result.  The result from evaluating an expression using a Boolean operator:  the
result is either 1 (TRUE) or 0 (FALSE).

breakpoint.  A position in an NCL process, established using the DEBUG BREAKPOINT
command, at which NCL suspends execution.

BSYS.  See Background System Process.

built-in function.  A function supplied with NCL, providing access to information that
could otherwise require extensive coding to acquire.

byte boundary.  The conceptual point between every eight bits in a block of data.  The
point separates one byte from another.

callee.  The NCL procedure or function called by another NCL procedure or function.

callee list.  The share list specified by a callee to accept from a caller.  The callee specifies
the list of variables it will accept from a caller in the PROCEDURE or FUNCTION
statement that declares the procedure or function.

caller.  The NCL procedure or function that calls another NCL procedure or function.

caller list.  The share list specified by a caller to share to a callee.  The caller specifies the
list of variables to share to a callee on a CONTROL statement or a CALL statement.

character mode.  A technique used for defining an alphanumeric character as a field
character in a panel description file.

CIP.  See Conversational Interface Process.

CMDSVR.  See Command Server Process.

CMI.  See Communications Management Interface.

CNM.  See communications network management.
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COBOL85.  The Tandem compiler and run-time support for the American National
Standard Programming Language COBOL, X.3.23-1985.  The code for most Pathway
server processes is written using COBOL85.

Command Entry facility.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS facility used as an alternative
to OCS for entering commands.  See also Operator Control Services.

Command prompt.  Command ===>.  You enter commands at a Command prompt.

Command Server Process.  The process with which NonStop NET/MASTER MS
communicates to handle Distributed Systems Network Management (DSNM)
subsystem commands (to SPI-based subsystems).

Command Services.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that processes NonStop
NET/MASTER MS commands.

command.  A word or an abbreviation that describes an action and tells NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to perform that action.

command authority level.  A number assigned to a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
command.  Authority levels range from 0 (lowest) through 255 (highest).  A user
whose authority level is equal to or greater than the command authority level can
execute the command.

command group.  A record of an RMS ruleset that contains a sequence of NonStop
NET/MASTER MS commands.

command help database.  The two UDBs that contain NonStop NET/MASTER MS
command help information.  See also customized command help database and
distributed command help database.

command help edit file.  An edit file used in an export or import operation to or from the
command help database, respectively.

command help file.  A file that contains NonStop NET/MASTER MS command help
information.  See also customized command help file and distributed command help
file.

command input line.  A location in NonStop NET/MASTER MS where a real user can
type a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command.

command replacement.  The replacement of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command
with an NCL procedure of the same name by using the SYSPARMS CMDREPL
command.

command stack.  See history buffer.

command string.  A complete NonStop NET/MASTER MS command, including the
command name and any operands.

Communications Management Interface (CMI).  A network management utility that allows
operators to configure, control, and inquire about Tandem data communications
subsystems.
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communications network management (CNM).  An IBM architecture that describes the
structure of messages traveling to and from SNA devices.

compilation.  The process of creating object code from a source file of NCL statements.

compilation error.  An error in an NCL procedure detected during compilation (before
execution).  There are three types of compilation errors:  from least to most severe
these are warnings, errors, and fatal errors.  See also error, fatal error, run-time error,
and warning.

compiler.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS preprocessor that creates an object file from
a source file when an NCL procedure is invoked.

compiler directive.  An NCL statement that begins with two percent signs (%%) and is
used to control the compiler during the compilation of an NCL procedure.

complex variable.  A variable that contains more than one ampersand (&).

compound variable.  A variable that contains segments (substems) between periods (.).

condition handler.  A routine that traps a specified condition detected by an NCL
process.

condition name.  The name of a specified condition that causes a block of NCL
statements to be executed when the condition occurs.  The condition can be an error
condition.  The block of NCL statements that is executed is referred to as an ON block
or condition handler.

CONFIG file.  See configuration file.

configuration file.  Sometimes called a CONFIG file, an edit file containing PARAM
commands that set the startup parameters.

Console Extras.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that allows a user to access
external Guardian utilities.

context.  The setting in which a lexical element becomes meaningful within an NCL
statement.

control character.  A character whose occurrence in a particular context initiates,
modifies, or stops an operation.  In NCL, control characters are illegal.

control environment.  The current settings of the CONTROL verb during the execution of
an NCL process.

control options.  The RMS options that set up the basic operational criteria for the rules
in a ruleset.  A ruleset always contains a control options record.

control part.  The part of a panel description file containing panel control statements.

Conversational Interface Process (CIP).  The process with which NonStop NET/MASTER
MS communicates to handle Distributed Systems Network Management (DSNM)
utility commands.

core statement.  An intrinsic part of NCL.  Its availability does not depend on the
enabling of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS feature.
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correlation key.  An RMS key that restricts the use of a rule feature to messages with the
same key.  One example of a key is a text string containing variables.

CPU weight.  The relative availability of a CPU for the creation of dynamic processes.

cultural indicator.  An indicator that identifies the culture of command help information.

culture.  A set of features such as language; spelling; character set; conventions used for
representing date, time, and currency formats; and so on that describe the
characteristics of command help information.

current context.  The setting in which a particular lexical element becomes meaningful
within an NCL statement.

current execution environment.  The environment in which a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
command or NCL process is currently executing.  The environment could be a
top-level environment, a primary processing environment, a background processing
environment, or a dependent processing environment.

current file.  The file targeted by the current FILE verb.

cursor deletion.  See NRD message cursor deletion.

customized command help database.  After being opened as a user database (UDB), the file
that contains customized command help information.

customized command help file.  Before being opened as a user database (UDB), the file
that contains customized command help information.

customized logon screen banner.  A logon screen banner that you specify.

customized NCL procedure search path.  An NCL procedure search path that includes one
or more NCL object files created by a user and defined as part of the search path.  See
also default NCL procedure search path.

customized panel description file.  A panel description file in the customized panel library.

customized panel library.  A library that contains customized panel description files.

customized panel search path.  An NCL procedure search path that includes one or more
panel object files created by a user and defined as part of the search path.  See also
default panel search path.

customized procedure.  An NCL procedure in the customized procedure library.

customized procedure library.  A library that contains the source code of customized NCL
procedures.

cutting back.  The premature dismantling of a nested environment, NCL procedure, or
function to the current nesting level.

Data Definition Language (DDL).  A Tandem product for defining data objects and
translating object definitions into source code for programming languages and other
products on NonStop systems.

data entry panel.  A panel that allows you to enter data, for example, to define an RMS
rule.
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DDL.  See Data Definition Language.

DDL data dictionary.  A database consisting of prenamed and predefined files created by
the DDL compiler or Pathmaker.

deadly embrace.  A situation in which a resource required by one NCL process is
indefinitely locked by another NCL process.

debug.  To locate and correct errors in an NCL process.

decompilation.  The process of creating NCL statements from object code.
Decompilation occurs during the debugging of an NCL process, when using the
DEBUG commands.

dedicated terminal.  A terminal opened for use by NonStop NET/MASTER MS using the
OPENTERM command.

dedicated user.  A real user logged on to NonStop NET/MASTER MS using a dedicated
terminal.  The user’s session with NonStop NET/MASTER MS begins and ends with
the display of the logon screen.

default.  The value used when you do not supply a value.

default configuration.  The configuration established by using both the default startup
configuration and default system configuration.

default delivery exit NCL procedure.  An optional user exit NCL procedure that processes
messages not accounted for by an RMS rule.

default logon screen banner.  The logon screen banner displayed by default when
NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.

default NCL procedure search path.  The search path NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses by
default to locate an NCL procedure.  The path is:  user procedure library, customized
procedure library, distribution procedure library, distributed NCL procedure object
file.  See also customized NCL procedure search path.

default panel search path.  The search path NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses by default
to locate a panel description file.  The path is:  user panel library, customized panel
library, distribution panel library, distributed panel object file.  See also customized
panel search path.

default ruleset.  An RMS ruleset that a message handler uses when you start a handler
without specifying a ruleset.  A user has a default ruleset only if one is allocated.

default search path.  See default NCL procedure search path and default panel search
path.

default startup configuration.  The configuration established by using the default settings
of all startup parameters.

default system configuration.  The configuration established by using the default settings
of all system parameters.

deferred NCL process.  A delayed or queued NCL process.
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delayed NCL process.  An NCL process whose execution has been explicitly delayed.

delete operator message (DOM) ID.  The attribute of a full non-roll-delete message that
uniquely identifies the message and is used to delete it.  It consists of the domain ID of
the system from which the message originated, and a NRD ID (a unique number
assigned by NonStop NET/MASTER MS to the NRD message).

delete record.  A record in one file that logically deletes a record in a related file.

delimited UDB.  A user database in which each field in a record is separated from the
next field by hexadecimal ‘FF’ (called a field separator).

dependent processing environment.  A processing environment controlled and owned by
an NCL process.  The output from this environment goes to the NCL process.

dependent queue.  A queue owned by the NCL process that is controlling the associated
dependent processing environment:  either a request queue or a response queue.

dependent request queue.  A dependent queue owned by an NCL process whose main
purpose is to receive requests from the INTQ command.

dependent response queue.  A dependent queue owned by an NCL process whose main
purpose is to receive the responses of NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands.

detailed help section.  The detailed description of a command in a command help edit
file.

direct function selection.  The selection of a function by specifying all the options that
uniquely identify the function (used in panel skipping).

Disk Process 2 (DP2).  The portion of the operating system software that performs read,
write, and lock operations on disk volumes.

display part.  The part of a panel description file containing the input and output fields
that are displayed on a screen.

Display/Update SYSPARMS Settings facility.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS facility used
to display and update system parameters.

Distributed Systems Management (DSM).  A set of Tandem software applications, tools, and
services that facilitates management of systems and networks.

Distributed Systems Network Management (DSNM).  A Tandem product for monitoring and
controlling objects in a network.

distributed command help database.  After being opened as a user database (UDB), the file
that contains distributed command help information.

distributed command help file.  Before being opened as a user database (UDB), the file that
contains distributed command help information.

distributed NCL object file.  The file distributed with NonStop NET/MASTER MS that
contains the object code for most NCL procedures required by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.

distributed panel description file.  A panel description file in the distribution panel library.
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distributed panel object file.  The file distributed with NonStop NET/MASTER MS that
contains the object code for most panel description files required by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.

distributed procedure.  An NCL procedure in the distribution procedure library.

distribution panel library.  A library that contains distributed panel description files.

distribution procedure library.  A library that contains the source code of NCL procedures
distributed as part of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS installation or upgrade.

DO group.  A group of NCL statements enclosed by matching DO and END core
statements that is executed only once.

DO loop.  A group of NCL statements enclosed by matching DO and END core
statements that can be executed more than once.

DOM ID.  See delete operator message (DOM) ID.

domain.  A logical division within a network.

domain ID.  A character string of one through four characters used to identify a domain.
A domain ID is the first part of a DOM ID.

DP2.  See Disk Process 2.

DSM.  See Distributed Systems Management.

DSNM.  See Distributed Systems Network Management.

dynamic preparsing.  A type of preparsing (when displaying a panel) that shifts fields to
the right of substituted data during the preparse phase to accommodate differing
substituted data lengths.

dynamic process.  An application process with dynamic presence:  that is, a process
designed to be present as required in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing
environment.  See also static process.

dynamic rule.  An RMS message action rule where a variable determines the value of the
primary trigger.

dynamic terminal.  A terminal opened for use by NonStop NET/MASTER MS by using
the NNM program from TACL.

dynamic user.  A real user logged on to NonStop NET/MASTER MS using a dynamic
terminal.  The user’s session with NonStop NET/MASTER MS begins and ends with a
TACL prompt.

Edit Services.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that provides access to the
Tandem text editor, PS Text Edit (TEDIT), to create and maintain NCL procedures and
panel description files.

edit file.  The Tandem unstructured file with a file code of 101 (also called an “edit
format file”).

element.  A data structure, understood by Mapping Services, consisting of a header
immediately followed by data.
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element header.  The beginning of an element.  An element header consists of two parts:
a length field and a key field.

EM process.  See event management services process.

emergency shutdown.  A shutdown operation started by the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
control process (NCP).  See also immediate shutdown and normal shutdown.

EMS.  See Event Management Service.

EMS event collector.  A Guardian process, part of the Tandem EMS subsystem, that
collects and stores messages.  The default EMS event collector is $0.

EMS event distributor.  An EMS process that distributes event messages from event logs
to requesting management applications, to a collector on another node, or to printers,
devices, or files.

EMS message.  A message generated internally by EMSPROC and identified by the
letter E when displayed on an OCS window.

EMS message prefix.  The identifier that can precede a message from the EMS subsystem
when it is displayed on an OCS window.  The prefix identifies the Tandem system or
the Guardian process that generated the message.

EMSP.  See Event Management Service Process.

EMSPROC.  A system-level NCL procedure that intercepts and processes messages from
the EMS distributor and, if configured, from the Inter-System Routing (ISR) interface.
EMSPROC runs in the background processing environment controlled by the Event
Management Service Process (EMSP) virtual user.

enclosed element.  An element inside another element.

enclosed MDO variable.  A mapped data object variable inside another mapped data
object variable.

enclosing element.  An element that contains one or more elements.

enclosing MDO variable.  A mapped data object variable that contains one or more
mapped data object variables.

encoding rule.  A rule used by Mapping Services to determine the order and
composition of the length field and the key field of a map header or element header.

Enscribe.  A Tandem disk file access method that is supported by the Guardian file
system.  Two types of Enscribe files are accessible from NCL:  structured and
unstructured.

entry-sequenced UDB.  A structured Enscribe user database consisting of variable-length
records that are always appended to the file in the order in which they are presented.
The records in an entry-sequenced user database are arranged physically and logically
in the order in which they are added to the file.

enumerated MDO variable.  A mapped data object variable that stores raw data
representing a symbolic name.
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environment.  An area in which NonStop NET/MASTER MS users, NonStop
NET/MASTER MS commands, and NCL processes operate.  An environment is
designed to limit the default activities of these users, commands, and processes.

environmental profile.  A profile that determines what a user can do in an environment.
The user can change certain aspects of this profile by using the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS PROFILE command.  An RMS ruleset can contain an
environmental profile record that a message handler can use to set up its execution
environment.

equate.  A symbol defined to correspond to some text by the EQUATE command.  The
text is normally one or more NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands.  There are two
types of equates:  local and global.

error.  A condition that causes the execution of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
command, the compilation of an NCL procedure, or the execution of an NCL process
to fail (a run-time error).  In NCL, a condition caused during compilation that would
cause run-time errors if the NCL procedure were executed.  A message that begins
with ERROR is displayed.  Compilation continues but no object is produced.  See also
compilation error, fatal error, run-time error, and warning.

error attribute.  An attribute acquired by a variable used in a panel or referred to by the
SETERR operand of the ASSIGN verb.

error field.  A field in a panel that displays an error message when an error is detected
by Panel Services.

error handler.  A routine that traps a run-time error in an NCL process.

Event Management Service (EMS).  A software facility that provides event-message
collection, logging, and distribution facilities for the operating system.

Event Management Service Process (EMSP).  A virtual user that executes the EMSPROC
NCL procedure.  The results of commands sent to EMSP for execution are sent to the
activity log.

event.  A significant change in some condition in the system or network:  for example,
events can be operational errors, changes in summary states, notifications of limits
exceeded, or requests for action.

event management services (EM) process.  The application process that supports the
interface to Event Management Service (EMS), supports the EMSP virtual user and its
background processing environment, handles commands submitted to this virtual
user, and supports the system-level EMSPROC NCL procedure.

event message.  In programmatic interfaces based on Subsystem Programmatic
Interface (SPI), a special kind of SPI message that describes an event occurring in the
system or network.  In NonStop NET/MASTER MS, the displayed form of such a
message is shown as text.  See also Subsystem Programmatic Interface.

exclusive OR (XOR).  The Boolean operator that results in a value of 1 (TRUE) if one but
not both adjacent terms in an expression are true:  otherwise the operator results in a
value of 0 (FALSE).  See also inclusive OR (OR).
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execution error.  An error detected during the execution of an NCL process.

execution limit.  The maximum number of times a timer command executes or the
maximum number of NCL processes that can concurrently execute in the specified
queue for each NCL processing environment.

exit NCL procedure.  A user-written NCL procedure that can be invoked by and executes
in line with an RMS message handler.  That is, when the message handler invokes the
exit NCL procedure, NCL suspends the message handler until the exit completes.  The
exit can provide data to the message handler and perform actions that RMS does not
directly support but are required by the installation.

Expand.  The Tandem network software that links together geographically distributed
Tandem NonStop systems to create a network having the same reliability, capacity to
preserve data integrity, and potential for modular expansion as a single system.

explicit declaration.  The definition of a procedure or function beginning with the
PROCEDURE or FUNCTION core statement, respectively.

explicit execution.  A method of executing an NCL procedure by using an explicit EXEC
or START command, or the START verb.

export.  To transfer command help information from the command help database to a
command help edit file.  See also import.

expression.  In an NCL procedure, one or more terms connected by operators.

extended basic mode.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS operating mode in which at least
one static or dynamic NC process is present and a mix of other application processes is
present.  See also advanced mode and basic mode.

external function.  A function that is a separate, self-contained source file of NCL
statements.

external procedure.  A procedure that is a separate, self-contained source file of NCL
statements.

fatal error.  In NCL, a condition caused during compilation that causes compilation to
stop.  A message that begins with FATAL ERROR is displayed.  No object is produced.
See also compilation error, error, run-time error, and warning.

field.  In a user database, a group of data.  In an element, a sequence of contiguous
bytes within a group beginning at a fixed offset.  It can be fixed or variable in length.
In a panel, the smallest unit that can be displayed.

field character.  The character that specifies how a field in a panel description file is to be
displayed on a screen.  The character precedes the target field in the display part of the
panel description file.

field separator.  The hexadecimal character ‘FF,’ used to separate each field of a record in
a delimited user database.

field type.  In a panel, either an output field or an input field.
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field-level justification.  In a panel, the process of stripping trailing blanks, padding, and
justifying the data in a field.

fields list.  In NCL, a list used by certain VARTABLE verbs introduced by the FIELDS
operand.

file pair.  Two key-sequenced files that are treated as a single logical file in all file
operations.  See also UDB pair.

fixed data.  Data in an output field of a panel that cannot change when the panel is
displayed.

fixed length data section.  The data component of an element that is always the same
length.  It can consist only of groups and fields.

FK.  See function key.

fold.  To convert a lowercase alphabetic character to its corresponding uppercase
character.

freeze.  The act of inactivating RMS rules for a subject.  When you freeze a subject,
messages containing that subject cannot trigger any rules.

full NRD message.  A NRD message, held in the NRD message central queue, that must
be deleted using its DOM ID.

full-screen mode.  A presentation mode in which a window consists entirely of a panel.

function.  A sequence of statements, called by name from an expression, that performs a
task and returns a result to be used in further expression evaluation.

function key.  A key that can be assigned a value to perform a special function.

function key settings.  An RMS ruleset record that assigns values to function keys on
Tandem 6530, IBM 3270, and compatible terminals, to perform special functions.  A
MSGPROC message handler uses the record to set up the function keys in an OCS
window.

function reference.  When calling a function, the method of using an expression that
evaluates to a function name.

general menu.  Any menu other than a primary menu.

generic processing.  An NCL operation that uses generic variables.

generic variable.  An NCL variable, usually in a VARS list, that refers to all variables that
match the variable name.  (The variable name ends with a wild card (*).)

GLBL.  The characters that begin a global variable name.

global equate.  A symbol, created by the EQUATE command during NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup, that becomes the default value for all NonStop
NET/MASTER MS users.  See also local equate.

global function key.  A function key, assigned a value during NonStop NET/MASTER
MS startup, that becomes the default value for the function key and, therefore, the
default for all NonStop NET/MASTER MS users.  See also local function key.
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global memory (GM).  Memory that holds information required by all NonStop
NET/MASTER MS processes.  Information is maintained by the global memory
manager (GMM).

global memory manager (GMM).  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS component that
manages information in global memory.

global time-based rule.  An RMS time-based rule that is independent of message flow.

global variable.  An NCL variable that is visible throughout NonStop NET/MASTER MS
(the name begins with GLBL).

global vartable.  A vartable that is visible throughout NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

GMM.  See global memory manager.

group.  Any contiguous section of data within the fixed length data section of an
element.

group ID.  The first part of a GUID consisting of a number from 1 through 255.

group user ID.  A user ID definition record, used as the default template for groups of
individual users.

Guardian user ID (GUID).  The two-part Tandem ID, consisting of a group ID and a user
ID, that defines a user to the Guardian environment.

GUID.  See Guardian user ID.

header.  The first part of a map or an element.  It contains information about the whole
map or element.

Help Maintenance.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that allows a user to
customize distributed command help information and add new command help
information.

help information.  Information describing how to use a command or command/operand
combination.

hexadecimal mode.  A technique used for defining a hexadecimal character as a field
character in a panel description file.

hexadecimal string.  In NCL, a quoted string containing 0 through 9, A through F, a
through f, or blanks, and followed by the letter X or x.

hints.  See process creation hints.

history buffer.  Sometimes called a command stack, a buffer, available to each OCS
window, that contains the most recently executed unique commands entered from the
OCS command input line.

IDS.  See intelligent device support.

illegal character.  A character that cannot be used in an NCL procedure (except in a
quoted string).

immediate shutdown.  A shutdown operation started by the BSYS virtual user without
waiting for users to log off.  See also emergency shutdown and normal shutdown.
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implicit declaration.  The definition of a procedure that does not begin with the
PROCEDURE core statement.

implicit execution.  The execution of an NCL procedure without an explicit START or
EXEC command.

import.  To transfer command help information from a command help edit file to the
command help database.  See also export.

inbound message.  An unsolicited message received by ISR on a local NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system from a remote NonStop NET/MASTER MS or SOLVE
management services system.

inclusive OR (OR).  The Boolean operator that results in a value of 1 (TRUE) if one or
both adjacent terms in an expression are true:  otherwise the operator results in a value
of 0 (FALSE).  See also exclusive OR (XOR).

indentation value.  The number of columns used to indent the overrun lines of messages
that are longer than the current width of an OCS window.

INIT.  The NCL procedure that is executed by the NonStop NET/MASTER MS control
process (NCP) during system initialization.

initial value.  The value in a field when the field is first displayed.

INMC.  See Inter-NET/MASTER Connection.

inner block.  A block of statements enclosed by a block of statements.

input field.  A field in a panel that can accept input.  The variable for the input field
must omit the ampersand (&).

integer index.  A number, or an expression that resolves to a number, enclosed in braces
({ }) and placed after the symbolic name of an element in an MDO variable.  The
number is used to uniquely identify the occurrence of a repeated element.

intelligent device.  A device (such as a personal computer, an automatic teller machine,
or a point-of-sale machine) that can communicate with Pathway through the Pathway
intelligent device support (IDS) interface.

intelligent device support (IDS).  The Pathway interface that provides support for
intelligent devices.

Inter-NET/MASTER Connection (INMC).  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that
allows multiple NonStop NET/MASTER MS and SOLVE management services
systems, and multiple NonStop NET/MASTER MS and NetView systems, to be
connected and controlled from the one location.

Inter-System Routing (ISR).  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that enables,
disables, and controls message flow between multiple NonStop NET/MASTER MS
and SOLVE management services systems, and between multiple NonStop
NET/MASTER MS and NetView systems.
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inter-system services (IS) process.  The application process that supports INMC, ISR, and
ROC for the multiprotocol exchange of commands, command-response messages, and
event messages with another network management application (NonStop
NET/MASTER MS, the SOLVE management services, or NetView).

internal function.  A function inside a source file.

internal procedure.  A procedure inside a source file.

internal trace.  A trace of one or more internal NonStop NET/MASTER MS events or
other significant trace data.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS supports one internal trace at
a time.

internal trace point.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS code position that can be identified
for an internal trace.

internal trace point number.  A number identifying a NonStop NET/MASTER MS internal
event or other significant trace data.

internal validation rules.  Options specified in the #FLD panel control statement that
determine how input is validated by Panel Services before it is passed to an NCL
process.

interpreter.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS entity that interprets an object and
executes its opcodes.

IS process.  See inter-system services process.

ISR.  See Inter-System Routing.

iterative.  Repetitive.  Normally refers to a DO loop.

key.  A value associated with a record (such as a record number) or contained within a
record (such as a field) that can be used to locate one record or a subset of records in a
user database.

key field.  Part of a map header or element header.  The value contained in the key field
of a data item is the name of the map used by Mapping Services to interpret the data
item.

key value.  The (numeric) internal representation of the symbolic name of a map:  for
example, $MSG is represented internally by a key value of 2 in the header of a mapped
data object variable.

key-sequenced file.  A Tandem structured Enscribe file, consisting of variable-length
records that are accessed by the values contained within designated key fields.  The
records in a key-sequenced user database are stored logically in ascending order,
according to the value contained in their primary key field.

keyword.  Following a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command, a keyword is the first
part of a qualifier.  It modifies the action of the command to the extent specified by the
value that follows.  Within an NCL statement, a keyword is a sequence of alphabetic
characters that has a predefined meaning when used in a particular context.
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label.  Within an NCL statement, a label is a symbol or quoted string (excluding
hexadecimal and binary strings) that ends in a colon (:) and begins a statement.  Labels
are used to mark segments of code.

length field.  Part of a map header or element header.  The value contained in the length
field is the length of the data item.  The length of the length field is normally included
in the length of a data item.

length variable specification.  A variable specification on a VARS list that specifies the
maximum amount of data (in bytes) that a variable can hold.

lexical element.  The smallest meaningful unit within an NCL procedure.  There are five
types of lexical elements:  symbols, quoted strings, variables, operators, and special
characters.

library.  A subvolume in which NCL source files, NCL object files, or panel description
files are kept.

line continuation character.  The character used to continue an NCL statement over more
than one line:  in NCL, a comma (,).

link definition.  An INMC record, retained in global memory, that defines the
characteristics, and registers the hierarchical relationship of its three components:  a
link definition record, a session definition record, and a unit definition record.

link definition record.  A record, created by the LINK DEFINE command, that names and
establishes the characteristics of an INMC link.

LINKMON process.  A Guardian process that supports access to Pathway server classes
from requester programs written in languages such as TAL, C, COBOL85, Pascal, or
NCL.

list.  In NCL, part of the qualifier in a verb, consisting of a sequence of single items.

local equate.  A symbol created by the EQUATE command after NonStop
NET/MASTER MS startup, usually from the OCS command input line.  See also global
equate.

local function key.  A function key assigned a value after NonStop NET/MASTER MS
startup, usually from the OCS command input line.  See also global function key.

lock.  Exclusive access to a resource by an NCL process.

Log Browse.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that allows a user, while online, to
browse through the NonStop NET/MASTER MS activity log.

log entry.  An entry in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS activity log, consisting of the
time, user ID, terminal ID, and other information that describes a certain event.

log message.  A message generated internally by the LOGPROC system-level
procedure.  Log messages are identified by the letter L when displayed on an OCS
window.

logical AND.  The Boolean operator that results in a value of 1 (TRUE) if both adjacent
terms in an expression are true:  otherwise the operator results in a value of 0 (FALSE).
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logical name.  A sequence of characters that can be used as an alias for a device name.

logical NOT.  The Boolean operator that negates 1 (TRUE) to 0 (FALSE) and FALSE to
TRUE when evaluating two terms in an expression.

logical unit (LU).  An IBM term for a unit through which end user application programs
and I/O devices access the SNA network to communicate with other end users.  An
LU2 is an IBM 3270 or compatible terminal using SNA protocols.

logon screen.  The screen where a real user enters a user ID and password to log on to
NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

logon screen banner.  The collective name for the sixteen logon screen banner lines.

logon screen banner line.  A line on the logon screen available to display a banner when
NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.  The logon screen has sixteen lines available to
display banner lines.

logon screen title.  A line on the logon screen available to display a title when NonStop
NET/MASTER MS is started.  The second line of the logon screen is available to
display a title.

LOGP.  See Activity Log Process.

LOGPROC.  A system-level NCL procedure that intercepts and processes messages
destined for the NonStop NET/MASTER MS activity log.  LOGPROC runs in the
background processing environment controlled by the Activity Log Process (LOGP)
virtual user.

LU.  See logical unit.

manager.  A process to which command messages for associated subjects are routed.  In
event messages, the managers make subjects of the same name unique.  The
ZEMS-TKN-MANAGER token contains the manager.

map.  A set of definitions used by Mapping Services that together describe the entire
structure of some item of data.

map definition record.  A record in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS map file that
describes the structure of a map.

map file.  The disk file that holds all the definitions of all maps known to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.

map header.  The beginning of a map.  A map header consists of two parts:  a length
field and a key field.

mapped data.  Data that are structured in a predefined way by using a map.

mapped data object (MDO) variable.  A variable containing a data structure that Mapping
Services can understand using a map.

mapped UDB.  A user database where data is mapped.  Components of the map describe
the length of the data in a record and the fields.  The default map used by NCL is
called $NCL.
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Mapping Services.  A proprietary architecture that allows data to be represented in a
tokenized form suitable for passing between network management platforms.

mask.  A string of characters used as the basis of comparison with another string of
characters.

MDO variable.  See mapped data object (MDO) variable.

menu.  A screen display that allows you to select an option to access a function.

Message Services.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that controls message flow
within NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

message action rule.  An RMS rule that governs how a message handler acts in response
to a set of messages.

message delivery philosophy.  One of the control options of an RMS ruleset.  The
philosophy determines how a message handler handles the delivery of the messages
that are not accounted for by a rule.  The message handler can either deliver or
suppress the messages.

message display area.  The area of an OCS window that displays NRD messages and
roll-delete messages.

message group rule.  An RMS rule that contains a set of message action rules as its
members and is triggered only when all the rule members are in a triggered state.

message handler.  An NCL procedure that processes messages and takes actions
according to one or more RMS rules defined in a ruleset.

message ID.  An ID that uniquely identifies a message.  It is typically the first word of a
message.

message number.  A number that uniquely identifies a message.  It has two parts:  the
characters NNM and a unique number that can be used to refer to the message.

message profile variable.  A mapped data object variable that Mapping Services can
understand using the map $MSG.

message queue.  A queue that holds roll-delete messages destined for an OCS window.

message recognition element.  A criterion that determines if a message can trigger an
RMS rule.  There are three message recognition elements:  message ID, subsystem ID,
and message profile variable.

message set.  A set of real RMS messages that has been captured and saved.

message text.  The part of a message that contains the text of the message.  (A message
can contain additional information, such as display attributes, time and place of origin,
and SPI tokens.)

message threshold processing.  A feature of the RMS message action rule that controls the
number of messages (the threshold) a message handler delivers or suppresses within a
time interval.
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message trace.  A trace of one or more message types.  (Types are CNM messages, EMS
messages, messages in dependent processing environments, log messages, and OCS
messages).  NonStop NET/MASTER MS supports multiple simultaneous message
traces.

message trace point.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS code position that can be identified
for a message trace.

message validation exit NCL procedure.  An optional user exit NCL procedure that
provides a final check on whether a message triggers the RMS rule.

minor name.  The name that qualifies a primary name to identify a specific resource
within a resource group, and is used to control access to the resource by cooperating
NCL processes.

mode indicator.  A letter before the OCS command input line prompt that indicates:
whether a user is entitled to receive monitor-class messages (M); the status of paused
NCL processes (P); or the status of an NCL process that is executed by pressing an
action function key (A).

model user ID record.  A user ID definition record used as a prototype for the automatic
registration of NonStop NET/MASTER MS users.

modfld attribute.  An attribute acquired by a variable used in a panel or referred to by
the SETMOD operand of the ASSIGN verb.

monitor prefix.  The letter that prefixes a monitor-class message when the message is
displayed on an OCS window:  letters are E (message is from the EMSP region),
L (message is from LOGP region), and M (message is from neither region).

monitor-class message.  A message that has the monitor-class attribute.  Monitor-class
messages are sent to monitor-class users.  A monitor-class message is identified by the
letter E, L, or M when it is displayed in an OCS window.

monitor-class user.  A user who is entitled to receive monitor-class messages.

MS process.  See multi-user services process.

MSGPROC.  A system-level NCL procedure that intercepts and processes messages
destined for an OCS window.  A MSGPROC NCL procedure runs in the primary
processing environment associated with the OCS window.

multi-user services (MS) process.  The application process that provides the interactive
user environment for NonStop NET/MASTER MS operations and NCL procedure and
panel description file development.

narration.  A feature that causes an RMS message handler to send messages to tell you
what actions the handler will take as messages arrive at the handler.  Depending on
whether the actions are enabled or disabled, the handler may or may not perform the
actions.

national characters.  In English, the number sign (#), dollar sign ($), and at sign (@).

national language character set.  The letters, numbers, and special symbols that make up
the language of a particular country or area.
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native character set.  For Tandem computers, the ASCII character set;  for IBM
computers, the EBCDIC character set.

NC process.  See NonStop NET/MASTER MS consolidated services process.

NCL.  See Network Control Language.

NCL base procedure.  See base procedure.

NCL ID.  See NCL process identifier.

NCL object file search path.  The search order through the NCL object file(s) defined as
part of the search path for NCL procedures.

NCL PATHSEND requester.  A PATHSEND requester written in NCL.

NCL procedure.  A source file consisting of a sequence of NCL statements.

NCL procedure library search path.  The search order through the user procedure library,
customized procedure library, and distribution procedure library.

NCL process.  An NCL procedure that is executing.  Each NCL process has a unique
NCL ID.  See also persistent NCL process.

NCL process identifier (NCL ID).  The unique number that NonStop NET/MASTER MS
assigns to an NCL process upon execution.

NCL queue.  A queue that holds delayed or queued NCL processes.

NCL queue file.  A file that stores information about delayed or queued NCL processes.
A file is created for each static or dynamic process that has delayed or queued NCL
processes.  (An alternate key file is also created.)

NCL queue recovery file.  The renamed NCL queue file.  The file is renamed after static or
dyamic primary process failure, and used to recover information about delayed or
queued NCL processes.  The file is deleted after recovery completes.

NCL queue subvolume.  The subvolume that stores NCL queue files.

NCP.  See NonStop NET/MASTER MS control process.

nested block.  A block of statements enclosed by another block of statements.

nested function.  A user-written function inside another NCL procedure or function.

nested procedure.  An NCL procedure inside another NCL procedure or function.

nested variable.  A variable that begins with an ampersand and an opening parenthesis,
and terminates with a closing parenthesis (&, (, and ), respectively).

NET/MASTER.  See SOLVE management services.

Network Control Language (NCL).  A structured, high-level, compiled language supplied
with NonStop NET/MASTER MS and integrated with other NonStop NET/MASTER
MS services.  It is used to develop NCL procedures.

Network Management Vector Transport (NMVT).  An IBM message structure that carries
communications network management requests and replies.
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NMVT.  See Network Management Vector Transport.

NNM program.  A program distributed with NonStop NET/MASTER MS that allows a
user to log on to NonStop NET/MASTER MS from a dynamic terminal.

non-roll-delete (NRD) message.  A message that does not roll off the message display area
of an OCS window.  NRD messages report events of critical importance.  There are
two classes of NRD messages: full NRD messages and NRD messages with the OPER
attribute.

NonStop NET/MASTER Management Services (MS).  An integrated software product
specifically designed for network and system management on Tandem NonStop
computer systems.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS consolidated services (NC) process.  The application process that
combines the functionality of the BK, EM, IS, and MS process classes in a mode that
requires less memory, fewer executing processes, and reduced disk space.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS control process (NCP).  The master process for NonStop
NET/MASTER MS—the first process executed when NonStop NET/MASTER MS is
started.  NCP starts all other processes and is responsible for detecting when other
processes and processors fail, and for attempting to restart them.

normal shutdown.  A shutdown operation started by the BSYS virtual user after waiting
for users to log off.  See also emergency shutdown and immediate shutdown.

noshare list.  The list of elements after a NOSHARE or NOSHRVARS keyword.

NRD ID.  A unique number assigned by NonStop NET/MASTER MS to the NRD
message.  It is part of the DOM ID.

NRD message.  See non-roll-delete (NRD) message.

NRD message area.  The area in an OCS window that displays NRD messages.

NRD message area delimiter line.  The line in an OCS window that separates NRD
messages from roll-delete messages.

NRD message central queue.  The central queue that holds full NRD messages.

NRD message cursor deletion.  The act of moving the cursor to a line containing a NRD
message and pressing the ENTER key.  A full NRD message is removed from display;
a NRD message with the OPER attribute is deleted.

NRD message with the OPER attribute.  A NRD message that is not held in the NRD
message central queue, and must be deleted using NRD cursor deletion.  When
deleted, the message immediately disappears from the NRD message display area.

null.  No value.  In NCL, assigning a variable a null value does not delete the variable
name from memory.

number.  In NCL, a number is a symbol that begins with a digit (0 through 9) or a
period and is in a context that permits it to be a number (rather than a string).
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object.  In NCL, the object code of a specific NCL procedure that is loaded into
memory.  In SPI, an entity subject to independent reference and control by a
subsystem:  for example, a disk file or a data communications line.  An object typically
has a name and a type known to the controlling subsystem.

object code.  NCL code in executable form.

object file.  A key-sequenced file containing the object code of all NCL procedures
owned by a certain user.

object procedure library.  A subvolume in which NCL object files are kept.

OCS.  See Operator Control Services.

OCS ID.  See OCS window ID.

OCS mode.  The presentation mode in OCS where a window allows a real user to enter
NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands at any time and allows NonStop
NET/MASTER MS to display output at any time.  In OCS mode, there is no
correlation between input and output.

OCS profile.  A profile that determines what a real user can do in OCS;  the user can
change certain aspects of this profile by using the PROFILE command.

OCS window.  The screen display in OCS.

OCS window ID.  An identifier displayed in the bottom right corner of an OCS window
that helps to identify the window when using more than one.

offset.  The position of a character in a group of characters relative to the beginning of
the group.  The first character in a group is deemed to start at either offset 0 or offset 1.

ON block.  The condition handler, established by the ON core statement, raised by a
certain block of statements.

opcodes.  Statements representing the object code created by compiling NCL source
code.

open code level.  The top level of code in an NCL procedure;  the block of statements
bounded by the core statements PROCEDURE and END or FUNCTION and END that
encloses all other blocks in an NCL procedure.

operand.  Following a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command, a word that modifies the
action taken by the command.  There are three types of operands:  text, qualifiers, and
positional arguments.  In NCL, a word that modifies the action taken by a verb.  All
operands are in the form:  keyword[ [ = ]value ].

operand authority level.  A number assigned to the operand of a NonStop NET/MASTER
MS command.  Authority levels range from 0 (lowest) through 255 (highest).  A user
whose authority level is equal to or greater than the operand authority level can
execute the command using the operand.
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operating mode.  The mode in which NonStop NET/MASTER MS is running, defined by
the mix and presence or absence of application processes.  See also advanced mode,
basic mode, and extended basic mode.

Operator Control Services (OCS).  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that provides
the central point of operational control of the local Tandem system, the local NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system, and remote systems.

operator.  In NCL, a lexical element used for working on terms in expressions.  There
are five types of operators:  parenthetical, arithmetic, Boolean, relational, and string.

outbound message.  An unsolicited message sent by ISR from a local NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system to a remote NonStop NET/MASTER MS or SOLVE
management services system.

outer block.  A block of statements that encloses one or more blocks of statements.

output field.  A field in a panel that cannot accept input.  A variable in an output field
must include the ampersand (&).

outvar field.  A field defined in a panel description file to accept either input or output.
The NCL procedure that displays the panel specifies whether the field accepts input or
output.

PA.  See program attention (key).

pad.  To add characters (including blanks) to text.  In a panel, usually to either left
justify, right justify, or center the text on a screen.  In an expression, usually to perform
a test of equality on the text.

pad character.  A character, usually a blank, used to expand text.

page.  To move to the next, previous, first, or last screen display.

Panel Services.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that enables the design and
controls the logical handling of full-screen panel displays.

panel.  A formatted display that partially or completely overlays a window.

panel bidding.  The contention that exists when more than one NCL process attempts to
claim temporary ownership of a window to display a panel.

panel control statement.  A statement used in a panel description file to control how a
panel is displayed and processed.

panel description file.  An edit file used by an NCL process to display a panel.  It contains
the text to display on a screen and the panel control statements that determine how to
display the text.

panel library.  A subvolume in which panel description files are kept.

panel library search path.  The search order through the user panel library, customized
panel library, and distribution panel library.

panel object file search path.  The search order through the panel object file(s) defined as
part of the search path for panel description files.
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panel queue.  A central queue, maintained by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, that holds
panels currently in use.  The maximum size of the queue is set by the SYSPARMS
MAXPANEL command.

panel skipping.  The ability to chain menu-selection requests together without having to
display intermediate selection panels.  Panel skipping is used in conjunction with
direct function selection.

parameter.  A value passed from one procedure or function (the caller) to another
procedure or function (the callee).

parameter list.  A list of values passed to an NCL procedure or function when the
procedure or function is called.

parameter variable.  A variable created automatically to hold data passed to a procedure
or function.

parentheses.  Lexical elements (( )) in an expression that are used to alter the evaluation
order of terms, to delimit terms, and to delimit an expression that resolves to the name
of a local or external function.  Parentheses take precedence over the other four types
of operators (arithmetic, Boolean, relational, and string).

path information unit (PIU).  In SNA, the basic message unit exchanged between peer SNA
network resources, consisting of a transmission header (TH) alone or a TH followed by
a basic information unit (BIU) or a BIU segment.

PATHCOM.  The operator interface used to communicate interactively with PATHMON
to configure and control a Pathway system.

PATHMON.  The central control process for a Pathway system.

PATHSEND identifier.  See Pathway server class identifier.

PATHSEND interface.  The interface to a Pathway system supported by a LINKMON
process and the SERVERCLASS_SEND_ and SERVERCLASS_SEND_INFO_
procedure calls.  The interface enables a PATHSEND requester process to
communicate with a server process.

PATHSEND process.  A requester process that makes use of the PATHSEND interface to
communicate with a server process.

PATHSEND requester process.  See PATHSEND process.

PATHSEND requester program.  A requester program written using a language such as the
TAL, C, COBOL85, Pascal, or NCL that makes use of the PATHSEND interface.

Pathway.  A group of related software tools and interfaces that enables a user to
develop, install, and manage online transaction processing applications.

Pathway command terminal.  A terminal at which a Pathway system manager enters
PATHCOM commands to configure and control a Pathway system.

Pathway server class identifier.  A unique identifier that NonStop NET/MASTER MS
assigns to a Pathway server class so that an NCL PATHSEND requester can
communicate with the server class.
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Pathway system.  The TCPs, servers, terminals, programs, and any subsystems
associated with Pathway that run together under the control of one PATHMON
process.

pend-unload list.  A list, maintained by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, that holds in
memory copies of NCL procedures that have been unloaded from the active list while
still being executed.

Peripheral Utility Program (PUP).  A Tandem utility program that allows system managers
and system operators to control and perform various maintenance operations on
peripheral devices.

permanent open access point.  A pointer to a UDB that is permanently open.

persistent NCL process.  An NCL process that is automatically restarted by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS after failure.

persistent process.  A process that cannot restart itself after failure; that is, it relies on
another process to restart it.  Application processes are persistent processes.

PFK.  Program function key.

physical unit (PU).  An IBM term for software resident within SNA nodes that manages
and monitors node resources.

PIU.  See path information unit.

platform indicator.  An indicator that identifies the platform (either NonStop
NET/MASTER MS or the SOLVE management services) on which a command can be
used.

positional argument.  An operand that must follow a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
command in a certain position.

PPO.  See primary program operator.

preloading.  The reading of an NCL procedure or panel description file into memory
before it is required for execution, to improve system performance.

preparsing.  Dynamically altering the design of a panel after it is defined and before it is
displayed.

preprocessing exit NCL procedure.  An optional user exit NCL procedure that processes
messages before RMS rule processing is performed.

primary key.  The main value used to locate a record in a user database.  The primary
key for records in entry-sequenced UDBs is a record address maintained by Enscribe.
The primary key for records in key-sequenced UDBs is a particular data field within a
record.

primary menu.  A menu denoted by the display of a user ID and time on the right side of
the screen.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS has more than one primary menu.

primary name.  The name given to an entire resource, used to control access to the
resource by cooperating NCL processes.
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primary processing environment.  A processing environment that is controlled and owned
by an OCS window or a virtual user.  The output from this environment goes to the
OCS window or virtual user, respectively.

primary program operator (PPO).  In IBM terminology, an operator who is authorized to
receive unsolicited messages.

primary trigger.  One of the RMS message recognition elements.  You cannot change a
primary trigger.

private loading.  Loading an NCL procedure or function for use by an NCL process.

procedure.  In NCL, a sequence of NCL statements that performs a task but does not
have to return a result when it terminates.

procedure library.  A subvolume in which NCL source files or object files reside.

process.  In Guardian terminology, a program that is executing.

process attributes.  The characteristics of a process in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
processing environment, including process name, process priority, and process
presence.

process character.  The first character of the name of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
control process (NCP).

process class.  A kind of application process (BK, EM, IS, MS, or NC).

process creation hints.  Alphanumeric characters in the application process program file
name that determine the number and presence of NC processes.

process definition.  The group of PARAM commands in the configuration file that
defines the attributes of a process in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing
environment.

process presence.  The permanency of an application process in the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS processing environment.  See also dynamic process and static
process.

process type.  A kind of NonStop NET/MASTER MS process:  NonStop NET/MASTER
MS control process (NCP), global memory manager (GMM) process, security exit
process, or application process.

process weight.  The CPU resource consumption of a dynamic process when the
dynamic process is created in the CPU.  See also CPU consumption.

process-wide scope.  The scope of an NCL process:  the action of a NonStop
NET/MASTER MS command or NCL verb affects only the NCL process from which
the command or verb is executed.

profile.  A combination of details that determines what a user is allowed to do while
using NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

program attention (PA) key.  A key on an IBM 3270 keyboard used to interrupt the
execution of a program.  Depending on the keyboard, there may be several PA keys.
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protected field.  A field in a panel that cannot be updated by a user.

PU.  See physical unit.

PUP.  See Peripheral Utility Program.

purge ID.  An ID used to purge a timer command or NRD message.

purge message.  A message sent when a timer command is purged from the timer
queue.

qualification name list.  A mapped data object variable specification that uniquely
identifies an enclosed element.

qualifier.  The part of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command that modifies the action
taken by the command.  Most qualifiers are in the form:  keyword=value.

queued NCL process.  An NCL process waiting for execution in an NCL queue.

quoted string.  A lexical element beginning and terminating with a quote of the same
type:  either double quotes (“ ”) or single quotes (‘ ’).

range list.  A list used by many NCL verbs.  The list is introduced by the RANGE
keyword, and contains two numeric values or two expressions that evaluate to two
numeric values, separated by a comma (,).

ranged variable specification.  A variable specification on a VARS list that generates a set
of variables with a range of numeric suffixes.

ranking elements.  Elements that an RMS message handler uses to determine which rule
to use when a message triggers more than one rule.

READY.  The NCL procedure that is executed by NonStop NET/MASTER MS during
system initialization after the INIT NCL procedure.

real user.  A person using NonStop NET/MASTER MS from a terminal.

recall buffer.  A buffer in OCS that holds the current messages in the OCS message
display area and the past 100 messages that have been displayed.

RECFMS.  See Record Formatted Maintenance Statistics.

Record Formatted Maintenance Statistics (RECFMS).  An IBM SNA message structure that
carries communications network management requests and replies.  RECFMS is
normally solicited by Request Maintenance Statistics (REQMS) requests, but can also
be sent unsolicited.

region.  An environment in which a user operates.

region-wide scope.  The scope of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS user:  the action of a
NonStop NET/MASTER MS command or NCL verb affects only NCL processes
operating under the control of a user ID.

relational operators.  Operators that compare two terms in an expression and return
either 1 if the comparison is TRUE, or 0 if the comparison is FALSE.

relative time.  A time value expressed in hours, minutes, and seconds representing an
interval from the current time.
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Remote Operator Control (ROC).  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that allows
users to log on from a local NonStop NET/MASTER MS system to a remote system; to
execute NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands at the remote system; and to receive
the results at the local system.

remote command.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS command sent to a remote system.

remote system.  Any NonStop NET/MASTER MS or SOLVE management services
system other than the local system.

remote user.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS user on a remote system.

repeated element.  An element that can occur more than once.  An integer index
identifies the specific instance of a repeated element.

reply message.  A message from a server process to a requester process.

REQMS.  See Request Maintenance Statistics.

Request Maintenance Statistics (REQMS).  An IBM SNA message structure that carries
communications network management requests and replies.  REQMS is used to solicit
Record Formatted Maintenance Statistics (RECFMS) requests.

request message.  A message on the dependent request queue associated with an NCL
process.  In Pathway, a message from a requester process to a server process.

request queue.  A dependent queue owned by an NCL process whose main purpose is
to receive requests from the INTQ command.

request unit (RU).  An IBM message structure that carries SNA control information.

request/response header (RH).  In SNA, control information preceding a request/response
unit that specifies the type of request/response unit and contains control information
associated with the request/response unit.

request/response unit (RU).  In SNA, a generic term for a request unit or a response unit.

requester process.  A process that makes requests of a server process.

requester program.  A program in a Pathway system usually written using SCREEN
COBOL.

resource.  The combination of primary names and minor names that controls access to a
specific resource.

response message.  A message on the dependent response queue associated with an
NCL process.

response queue.  A dependent queue owned by an NCL process whose main purpose is
to receive the responses of NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands.

response time monitor (RTM).  Software in an IBM 3270 control unit that is responsible for
measuring end-to-end application to terminal response time.

restricted function selection.  Selection of an option from the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
primary menu by a user allowed to choose from a restricted set of options.
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retain list.  A list, maintained by NonStop NET/MASTER MS if procedure sharing is
allowed, that holds in memory copies of NCL procedures that have been previously
executed but are currently not being executed.

RETURN key.  A key that returns to a NonStop NET/MASTER MS primary menu from
any menu level when pressed.  By default, the RETURN key is the F4 function key.

RH.  See request/response header.

RMS.  See Rule Management Services.

RMS message variable.  An RMS variable that contains information on a message that
arrives at a message handler.

RMS timer.  An RMS time-based rule that the RMS timer driver has loaded.  An RMS
timer performs tasks at specific times under the control of a user as specified by the
rule.

ROC.  See Remote Operator Control.

roll-delete message.  A message that “rolls off” the message display area of an OCS
window.  Roll-delete messages report events that are not critical.

roll-delete message area.  The area on an OCS window that displays roll-delete messages.

roll-delete message area delimiter line.  The line on an OCS window that separates old
roll-delete messages from new roll-delete messages.

roll-delete message queue.  A queue that holds roll-delete messages.  Each OCS window
has one such queue.

roll-time delay.  The pause that NonStop NET/MASTER MS gives when a roll-delete
message fills the bottom line of the roll-delete message area.

RTM.  See response time monitor.

RU.  See request unit and request/response unit.

Rule Management Services (RMS).  A NonStop NET/MASTER application that provides a
rule-based solution to facilitate the operation of your system and network.

rule.  A member of an RMS ruleset that contains information on what to do when an
event occurs.

rule action.  A user-defined action in an RMS rule that executes when an event triggers
the rule.

rule action exit NCL procedure.  An optional user exit NCL procedure that executes before
the other RMS rule actions when the rule containing the exit is triggered.  The
procedure executes inline with the message handler for a message action rule but
separately from the message handler for a message group rule.

rule contents variable.  An RMS variable that contains the value of certain rule definition
elements.  The variable name has the prefix $RMS.
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ruleset.  A set� of RMS rules that defines responses to events such as message arrival
and time conditions.  A message handler uses the information in a ruleset to set up its
execution environment and respond to incoming messages.  A timer driver uses the
information in a ruleset to set up the execution environments for the timers that
respond to time events.

run-time error.  An error detected by NCL during the execution of an NCL process that
can be trapped using an error handler.

running trace.  A trace that has started.  Each running trace has a unique trace ID:  for
example, 00001.

SCF.  See Subsystem Control Facility.

scope.  In NCL, the concept that activity takes place within boundaries.  Scope affects
users, core statements, verbs, labels, and variables.

SCREEN COBOL.  A procedural language used to define and control terminal displays.

screen.  The physical surface of a terminal or workstation upon which information is
displayed.

Scroll prompt.  Scroll ===>.  You enter the amount of backward or forward scrolling at a
Scroll prompt.

scroll.  To move up or down through a screen display by one or more lines.

SDLC.  See synchronous data link control.

search path.  The order in which NCL searches through procedure libraries for an NCL
procedure to execute.

security exit.  A routine provided by an installation that replaces all NonStop
NET/MASTER User ID Management Services (UMS) functions.

security exit process.  A process that determines whether a user has sufficient command
authority to use a Guardian utility and members of the utility’s command set.

Select Option prompt.  Select Option ===>.  You enter a menu option at the Select Option
prompt.

selection list.  In NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands and NCL verbs, a list with a
finite number of entries from which one must be chosen to enter a NonStop
NET/MASTER MS command or execute a verb.

semaphore.  The signal given to an inquiring NCL process that a resource is currently
locked.  It is used to synchronize access to resources between cooperating NCL
processes.

serial execution.  The execution of an NCL procedure that depends on the termination of
execution of another NCL process.

server class.  A grouping of duplicate copies of a single server program, all of which
execute the same object program.
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server process.  A process that implements requests for an application and returns
replies to the requester process.

server program.  A program in a Pathway system written using a language such as
COBOL85, TAL, MUMPS, FORTRAN, BASIC, C, or Pascal.

session definition record.  A record, created by the SESSION DEFINE command, that
names and establishes the characteristics of an INMC session type.

share list.  The list of elements after a SHARE, NOSHARE, SHRVARS, or NOSHRVARS
keyword.

shared loading.  Loading an NCL process so that it can be used by more than one NCL
process in the current Guardian process.  The NCL process is kept on either the active
or retain list.

sharing.  In NCL, an NCL process that can be executed by more than one user at the
same time.

shutdown.  The operation of stopping NonStop NET/MASTER MS, either by using a
command from NonStop NET/MASTER MS or by running the NNM program from
TACL.

simple relational operator.  A relational operator that strips all leading and trailing blanks
from both terms in an expression before making a comparison.

simple test of equality.  A test of equality by a simple relational operator.

simple variable.  A variable that provides direct access to data.

simulated event.  An event that you generate to test RMS rules.

single value.  In NCL, a type of qualifier to the keyword of a verb.

skip variable specification.  A variable specification on a VARS list that specifies a number
of words that are not to be assigned to variables.

SNA.  See Systems Network Architecture.

SNAX.  See Systems Network Architecture Extended.

SNAX Extended Facility (SNAX/XF).  The Tandem communication services software that
enables Systems Network Architecture (SNA) hosts and devices to communicate with
Tandem systems and share applications with Tandem systems.  See Systems Network
Architecture (SNA).

SNAX/XF.  See SNAX Extended Facility.

solicited message.  A message generated in response to an explicit request, such as the
output from a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command.

SOLVE management services.  An integrated software product designed for network and
system management on IBM 370, Fujitsu, and Nixdorf computer systems.  See also
NonStop NET/MASTER Management Services.

source file.  A disk file.

source schema file.  A file containing DDL statements, which define DDL objects.
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special character.  In NCL, a lexical element that is a single character and acts as a
delimiter in a statement.  Its meaning depends on the current context.

SPI.  See Subsystem Programmatic Interface.

SPLIT grid.  The grid composed of one vertical and one horizontal line that appears after
the SPLIT key is pressed on a Tandem 6530 or compatible terminal.

splitting.  The opening of a new window or adjusting of the current window.  In NCL,
splitting refers to the separation of a message into separate words.

spooler.  An interface to print devices on your system.

spooler location.  The logical destination of a print file.

SSCP.  See System Services Control Point.

standard map.  A map supplied with NonStop NET/MASTER MS to access data
structures that are an integral part of NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  Standard maps
include $MSG, $NCL, $SEC, and $SPI.

startup.  The operation of starting NonStop NET/MASTER MS by running the NCP
program from TACL.

startup parameter.  A parameter set by the PARAM command; used to set the
environment in which NonStop NET/MASTER MS runs.

statement.  An instruction to NCL that is interpreted according to its initial keyword.
There are two types of statements:  core statements and verb statements.

statement termination character.  The character used to explicitly terminate an NCL
statement:  in NCL, a semicolon (;).

static preparsing.  A type of preparsing (when displaying a panel) that preserves field
positions during the preparse phase.  Substituted data is truncated if it exceeds the
space available to the left of the next preparse or field character.

static process.  An application process with static presence:  that is, a process designed
to be always present in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS processing environment.  See
also dynamic process.

STATSCAP.  Name of a base ruleset in RMS.  The STATSCAP ruleset enables you to
capture statistics on the message flow in an environment.

stem variable.  A simple or complex NCL variable that is terminated by a period (.).

stem variable set.  The group of simple or complex NCL variables beginning with the
same stem.

stopped.  The condition of an INMC link between NonStop NET/MASTER MS, SOLVE
management services, and NetView systems that has been explicitly broken with the
LINK STOP command.

strict relational operator.  A relational operator that compares two terms in an expression
without adding blanks to or stripping blanks from either term.  Both terms are treated
as strings.
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strict test of equality.  A test of equality by a strict relational operator.

stripping.  The removing of characters (including blanks) from text.  In a panel, usually
to either left justify, right justify, or center the text on a screen.  In an expression,
usually to perform a test of equality on the text.

structured file.  An Enscribe file type consisting of records, each of which consists of
defined fields and keys.  Entry-sequenced UDBs and key-sequenced UDBs are
structured files.

subject.  An RMS device, process, or other named entity with which a given message is
concerned.

Subsystem Control Facility (SCF).  The Tandem interactive interface that allows operators
and network managers to configure and control data communications subsystems.

Subsystem Programmatic Interface (SPI).  A common, message-based Tandem interface
used to build and decode messages that are used for communication between
requesters and servers.

subsystem.  A process or set of processes that manages a cohesive set of objects.

subsystem ID.  A data structure that uniquely identifies a subsystem (including whether
it is a Tandem subsystem or a subsystem you write).  It consists of the subsystem
owner, the subsystem name, and the subsystem version number.

subsystem objects.  See objects.

summary help line.  The brief description of a command in a command help edit file.

super group.  In the Guardian environment, a group of users with a user ID of 255,n.

suppression character (-).  When prefixed to a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command,
the character that prevents the command from being echoed to the screen or logged in
the activity log.

swap file.  A disk file containing data taken from memory.

swap volume.  The disk volume that contains the swap file for a Guardian process.

swapping.  The reversal of the dimensions of the current logical windows.

symbol.  A lexical element that represents itself:  for example, ABC, IF, and 999.  There
are three types of symbols:  unquoted strings, keywords, and numbers.

symbolic name.  The external name of a map:  for example, $MSG is the symbolic name
of the map that describes the structure of messages.

synchronous.  Two or more events occurring dependently.  NCL procedures executed
using the EXEC command execute serially and, therefore, synchronously.

synchronous data link control (SDLC).  The link-level protocol used for the transmission of
SNA path information units (PIUs).

synchronous panel.  A panel displayed immediately by an NCL process that suspends
processing while the panel waits for input.
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System Services Control Point (SSCP).  The subsystem responsible for managing and
allocating all resources in a domain in an IBM Systems Network Architecture (SNA)
network and for communicating with network operators.  There is one SSCP for each
domain in an SNA network.

System Support Services.  A group of NonStop NET/MASTER MS services that includes
the Activity Log Browse facility, the Command Entry facility, and the Display/Update
SYSPARMS Settings facility.

system panel library.  A generic term that refers to both the distribution and customized
panel libraries.

system parameter.  A parameter set by the SYSPARMS command.

system procedure library.  A generic term that refers to both the distribution and
customized procedure libraries.

system variable.  A variable that begins with the reserved stem “SYS.”.  System variables
provide access to system-related information.

system-defined error handler.  An error handler defined by NCL and used to trap a
system-defined error condition.

system-level NCL procedure.  An NCL procedure that has access to distinct types of
message flows within NonStop NET/MASTER MS, by using certain verbs.

system-wide loading.  Loading an NCL process so that the same object file of an external
NCL procedure or function can be used by all NCL processes in all Guardian
processes.

Systems Network Architecture (SNA).  An architecture developed by IBM that allows the
integration of all IBM hardware and software into a universal network.

Systems Network Architecture Extended (SNAX).  The Tandem SNA access method.

TACL.  See Tandem Advanced Command Language.

TAL.  See Transaction Application Language.

Tandem Advanced Command Language (TACL).  The Tandem product that is both the
standard command interpreter in the Guardian environment and a language
consisting of functions, macros, and routines that allows a user to build commands.

Tandem NonStop Kernel.  The Tandem proprietary operating system that provides fault
tolerance and is optimized for online transaction processing.  NonStop NET/MASTER
MS runs under the Guardian environment of the operating system.

target label.  In an NCL procedure, the label following a core statement for which the
core statement searches.

target NCL ID.  The NCL identifier following a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command
for which the command searches.

target position.  In an NCL procedure, a code position identified by a label.

TCP.  See terminal control process.
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term.  The basic unit of an expression in NCL.  There are five types of terms:  symbols,
quoted strings, variables, parenthesized expressions, and function references.

terminal control process (TCP).  The Guardian process that interprets SCREEN COBOL
object code, handles input-output to operator terminals, and sends messages to server
processes.

terminal definition record.  The record created when defining a terminal to NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.

test mode.  A mode that forces NonStop NET/MASTER MS to load an NCL procedure
from disk and compile it before executing it, rather than attempting to find a compiled
version.

text.  A string of characters that does not modify the action taken by a NonStop
NET/MASTER MS command.

text or a number.  An NCL expression following a verb keyword that NCL regards as
text or a number.  The expression terminates at the next keyword or at the end of the
statement.

TH.  See transmission header.

thaw.  The act of reactivating RMS rules for a subject.  You thaw a frozen subject.

time prefix.  The identifier that can precede an unsolicited message displayed on an OCS
window.  It indicates the time the message was generated.

time-based rule.  An RMS  rule that invokes a timer to perform tasks at specific times
under the control of a specified user.

timer command.  The AT or EVERY command, used to execute a NonStop
NET/MASTER MS command at a certain time or a certain frequency.

timer driver.  An NCL procedure that loads RMS time-based rules as timers.

timer ID.  An identifier assigned to a timer command by a user.

timer queue.  The queue holding AT and EVERY commands pending execution.

tokenization.  The process of splitting a message into parts.  Also, in NCL, the process of
converting lexical elements to machine language.

top level.  The highest level in a hierarchy of nested blocks:  for example, the procedure
that encloses all other procedures and functions.

top-level environment.  The environment in which the NCL processes that display
NonStop NET/MASTER MS menus operate.

TPL.  See trace parameter list.

trace collector process.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS process that controls a running
trace and the writing of records to a trace file.

trace file.  A file that collects and stores trace records.

trace ID.  The unique number that NonStop NET/MASTER MS assigns to a trace when
the trace is started.
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trace parameter.  A value in the trace parameter list specifying the events to trace.

trace parameter list (TPL).  A list associated with an OCS window that holds the current
trace parameter settings.

trace point.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS code position that can be traced.

trace record.  An entry in a trace file:  a message mapped by the map $MSG, text data, or
binary data.

Transaction Application Language (TAL).  The Tandem language, which is used to write
systems software and routines, that supports transaction-oriented applications.

transmission header (TH).  In SNA, routing and control information, optionally followed
by a basic information unit (BIU) or a BIU segment.

trigger life.  A time interval within which an RMS  message action rule is regarded by a
message group rule as having been triggered.  The trigger life starts counting down
when a message triggers the message action rule.

truncation character.  The character used to indicate the position at which a message is
truncated on an OCS window:  a plus sign (+).

type conversion.  How NCL automatically converts values from one type to another,
depending on context.  There are two basic types:  string and numeric.  Numeric
includes the subtypes floating point, integral, and Boolean.

UANCL.  See Utility Access NCL.

UDB.  See user database.

UDB identifier.  A unique identifier that NonStop NET/MASTER MS assigns to a user
database so that an NCL process can access the user database.

UDB pair.  Two key-sequenced files that are treated as a single logical UDB in all UDB
operations.  See also file pair.

UMS.  See User ID Management Services.

UMS database.  The database, maintained by UMS, that stores user ID definition
records.

unary operators.  Operators that change the sign of a number.  There are two unary
operators:  plus (+) and minus (-).

unenumerated mapped data object variable.  A mapped data object variable that stores raw
data only.

unit definition record.  An INMC record, created by the UNIT DEFINE command, that
names and establishes the characteristics of an INMC unit type.

unit type.  A type of logical path or connection;  its manifestation depends on the
session type.  For X.25 session types, a unit is a virtual circuit (either SVC or PVC); for
SNA, it is an LU; and for PTP, it is a file system OPEN.

unloading.  Removing an NCL procedure or panel description file from memory after it
has been preloaded.
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unmapped UDB.  A user database in which NCL treats the data in each record as a
sequence of contiguous bytes.  NCL does not interpret the data in an unmapped user
database:  an unmapped user database can contain any binary data.

unprotected field.  A panel field that can accept input.

unquoted string.  Within an NCL statement, a sequence of characters that do not begin
and end with quotes, do not result in a number, and do not have a predefined
meaning when used in a particular context.

unrecognized command.  A string of characters that NonStop NET/MASTER MS
assumes to be a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command but that it is unable to process
and execute.

unrecognized statement.  A string of characters that, in the current context, NCL assumes
to be the first keyword of a core statement or verb but that it is unable to process and
execute.

unsolicited message.  A message that is not generated as the result of an explicit request.

unstructured file.  A Tandem Enscribe file type that is essentially a byte array on disk
that starts at byte address 0 and continues sequentially upward through whatever byte
address is identified by the end-of-file (EOF).

unwinding.  The orderly dismantling of a nested environment, NCL procedure, or
function to the current nesting level.

User ID Management Services (UMS).  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS security service
that enables the definition of authorized NonStop NET/MASTER MS users and their
associated functions and privileges.

User Services.  The NonStop NET/MASTER MS service that provides an entry point
into an NCL procedure defined and written by an installation, usually a primary
menu.

user.  A general term describing any person or entity that can use NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  There are three types of users:  real, virtual, and remote.

user authority level.  A number assigned to a NonStop NET/MASTER MS user.
Authority levels range from 0 (lowest) through 255 (highest)   The user authority level
is compared with the command authority level to determine if a user can execute a
command.

user database (UDB).  A file that NCL can process, including entry-sequenced,
key-sequenced, and edit files, and Guardian processes.

user ID.  The unique identifier for a NonStop NET/MASTER MS user.

user ID definition record.  The record, created by UMS, that contains information about a
particular user ID.  User ID definition records are stored in the UMS database.

user installation attributes.  A set of characters that describes characteristics of the user ID
definition that are meaningful to NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  Using the SECCALL
verb, NCL procedures can read and use the installation attributes for any purpose.
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user NCL procedure.  An NCL procedure created by a user.

user panel library.  A panel library containing the panel description files belonging to a
particular user or group of users.

user procedure library.  A procedure library containing the NCL procedures belonging to
a particular user or group of users.

user variable.  A variable created by an NCL procedure.  Parameters are user variables.

user-defined error handler.  An error handler defined by a user.

user-defined map.  A map created by a user to access data structures defined by the user.

user-defined token.  A SPI token defined by a user.

user-written function.  A function written by a user.

Utility Access NCL (UANCL).  NCL procedures and panel description files used from UMS
to maintain access to external utilities.

validation.  The process by which Panel Services determines acceptable input.

validation rules.  The rules used by Panel Services to determine acceptable input.
Validation rules are defined using the panel control statement #FLD.

value.  The second part of a qualifier in a NonStop NET/MASTER MS command.  It
specifies the extent to which the preceding keyword is modified.

variable.  A lexical element that stores data that can change as a result of the execution
of an NCL process.  All variables begin with an ampersand (&), except input field
variables in panels.

variable data.  Data in an output field of a panel that is determined by the value of the
corresponding variable in the NCL process that displays the panel.

variable length data section.  The data component of an element that can vary in length.  It
can consist of one or more elements.

variable prefix.  Where a variable specification is terminated by an asterisk (*), the
variable prefix is the part before the asterisk.  In this context, the asterisk acts as a wild
card.

variable substitution.  The process of determining the final form of a variable name.
Variable substitution is required only when there is more than one ampersand (&) in a
variable specification.

variable suffix.  Where a variable specification is terminated by an asterisk (*), the
variable suffix is the part of any existing variable with a matching variable prefix.

variable-level justification.  In a panel, the process of stripping trailing blanks, padding,
and justifying the data in a field after variable substitution.

VARS list.  A list of variable specifications beginning with the VARS keyword in a verb.

vartable.  A memory-resident table used for storing items of data that may change as
the result of the execution of an NCL process.
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verb.  Sometimes called a “verb statement,” an NCL statement that is not an intrinsic
part of NCL.  Its availability depends on the enabling of a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
feature.  Verbs do not affect the structure and flow of NCL process execution.

virtual user.  A NonStop NET/MASTER MS user that does not have a terminal
associated with it.  A virtual user acts the same way as a real user and has the same
attributes as a real user operating in OCS.

wake-up timer.  A NonStop NET/MASTER RMS timer under the control of BMON that
triggers the next RMS timer to act.

warning.  A condition, encountered performing a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
command or operation, that is significant but which does not cause the command or
operation to fail.  In NCL, a condition caused during compilation that would not cause
run-time errors during execution of the NCL process.  A message that begins with
WARNING is displayed.  Compilation continues and an object is produced.  See also
compilation error, fatal error, run-time error, and warning.

window.  The logical surface of a terminal or workstation upon which information is
displayed.


